INTRODUCTION
Gamma rays are used in various branches of science and technology and are occurring during some cosmic phenomena. There are a couple of experiments with gamma rays described in literature (Bloser 2006 ). An open question is whether effects predicted by TDFT can be observed. TDFT is a quantum field theory where bosons are coupled to an additional 2-form field which is governed by a topological quantum field theory . The Lagrangian density of this theory contains also another 2-form field , a Lagrange multiplier and a coupling constant . It has the form:
A calculation of a process, where a single boson is coming in with momentum , energy and polarization and a single boson is coming out with momentum , energy and polarization can be performed analytically. The transition rate per volume with the length scales and time is given by the expression:
Equation (2) is difficult to implement in numerical simulations especially due to the topological PHYSICS constants . However, if the degrees of freedom are reduced in a suitable way, the transition rate (2) can be simplified. This research paper shows an application of Topological Dipole Field Theory to a high-energetic gamma ray. In this research paper a gamma ray that propagates through a vacuum (such that interactions with matter can be neglected) in one single space direction is considered. The following assumptions hold for this simulation: -2-dimensional formulation (one space direction and one time direction)
-There is only one direction of propagation (along the -axis) denoted by and therefore the energies can always be expressed as .
Only quantum electrodynamics with TDFT extension is considered (there is only one Lie algebra generator necessary) -
It is averaged over all photon polarizations (polarization dependence can be neglected in this case).
Applying these assumptions to (2) one obtains for the transition rate:
The constant is determined only by the coupling constant by the relation where is a constant. From the transition rate (3) the Master equation is used in this research paper to compute the time evolution of the photon density function that measures the probability to find a photon at spacetime position with momentum . After this, the master equation is discretized to obtain an algorithm on which a numerical solution of the Master equation can be computed. Finally, the results of this numerical computation are discussed.
THEORY AND RESULTS
From now one the ordinary SI-unit system is used instead of the unit system and the constant is called "coupling constant". It is assumed that a photon propagates with constant speed of light (due to Einstein's theory of special relativity), i.e. for an initial position the kinematic equation
for the photon has the form . With this equation the -dependence of the function can be omitted. This leads to the following Master equation (The transition probability is time reversal symmetric, i.e. ):
In (4) it is used the transition probability per time and not the transition probability per time and volume . Denoting the characteristic wave number scale of the system (it is used for practical purposes). For the numerical solution of equation (4) the following discretizations are performed (these discretizations resolve all scattering processes):
The time increment per iteration step is and the wave number increment per iteration step is (with cutoff number for wave number integration), where the maximum wave number respected in the simulation is given by . Equating (5a) and (5b) and substituting (3), the resulting recursion for the solution of the Master equation has the form:
The initial condition used in this simulation is as follows: At (the time where the gamma ray starts) the gamma ray is monochromatic with the wave number (it is obvious to identify this wave number with the characteristic wave number scale) such that it holds for 2.1599998043231064E-007 *10^(-12) meter
Photon density at wavenumber 9.2999999895691872 *10^(12) meter^(-1):
1.8899998805781584E-007 *10^(-12) meter
Photon density at wavenumber 9.3999999910593033 *10^(12) meter^(-1):
1.6199999420345152E-007 *10^(-12) meter
Photon density at wavenumber 9.4999999925494194 *10^(12) meter^(-1):
1.3499999886921743E-007 *10^(-12) meter Photon density at wavenumber 9.5999999940395355 *10^(12) meter^(-1):
1.0800000205511373E-007 *10^(-12) meter Photon density at wavenumber 9.6999999955296516 *10^ (12) From these results it can be seen that all photon density functions look very similar to photon density functions on . As expected, only a small deviation in the wavenumber distribution due to TDFT scattering processes can be observed. Interactions predicted by TDFT become significant after approximate 3 zeptoseconds. These TDFT correction clearly increases if the TDFT coupling constant increases. In the neighborhood of the characteristic wave number that has the value one can observe values in the wavenumber density which are much smaller than the wavenumber density at the characteristic wave number; these values are oscillating, but remain on the same magnitude scale over the remaining observation time. There is a cloud of other photons with lower intensity around the dominating photon (which has the characteristic wave number).
CONCLUSIONS
From the simplified version of the transition rate there can be obtained statements about a system that is governed by interactions predicted by TDFT. When plotting the results diagrammatically one cannot see the deviations in wavenumber distribution, because these are very small. The numerical results have shown that a monochromatic photon governed by TDFT interactions generates some other photon rays with distinct frequency with much smaller intensity. For the experimental validation of TDFT one has to check whether these photon rays with distinct frequencies exist even if a monochromatic photon is emitted to the vacuum.
